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Q: What is a better pattern in swagger for loading data with in-app purchase I'm building a mobile
app using Scaffold + Bootstrap 4 in react native and some of my endpoints require my user to be
authenticated before they can be called. I've currently figured out a way of it with in app purchase.
However I think that I'm going about doing this in the wrong way. The following is the response I'm
getting from my request endpoint: this.state.data.map(data => console.log(data)) [{'itemId':
undefined, 'description': undefined, 'image': undefined, 'cost': undefined, 'isActivated': false,
'associatedUserId': undefined, 'amount': undefined}] I would expect it to return my response in
something like: {'itemId': itemId, 'description': description, 'image': image, 'cost': cost, 'isActivated':
true, 'associatedUserId': userId, 'amount': amount} A: As suggested by OP, the reason for this
behavior is because the data comes from the store, which is a global data provider. Here's how the
data comes to your component: The reducer initializes the store with the first user on app launch
and then initializes the subscription with an empty array. The store looks up the items from the
store, using the items array. I think the API should return data for each item in an array or
something of that sort. Instead, it comes back as an array of only one item. My recommendation is to
provide the API with the necessary information that you need to perform the authorization. For
example, instead of making your API call and only receiving the items that can be purchased, you
can authorize the user and get all the items that they can purchase before attempting to connect to
the server with any of the retrieved data. Q: how can i just change the text? how to change just the
text of my button... how to click on button and change to ------------------------- `apos;Lorem ipsum dolor
sit amet
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